YOUR KEY INTO THE GOLDEN STATE

POLITICO Pro’s expanded on-the-ground policy reporting and powerful policy tools help you strengthen your political influence in Sacramento.

GET THE INSIDE SCOOP ON CRITICAL POLICY AREAS

Leverage the #1 newsroom for policy reporting to provide you with valuable intelligence on essential policy developments.

EDUCATION
Explore the intersection of state and federal politics and education policy and discover the influence of teacher unions on education policies

HEALTH CARE
Stay up to date on how state health care policy affects providers, insurers, the pharmaceutical industry, abortion access, and care affordability

ENERGY
Get updates on key legislative and regulatory actions, lawsuits, and lobby spending around water rights, green energy, and conservation efforts

BALLOT INITIATIVES
Discover expanded coverage and analysis of key ballot initiatives being proposed in California and the legislative, political, and policy implications

STATE BUDGET, TAXES & FINANCE
Take a deep dive into California’s growing debt burden, revenue forecast, budget negotiations, and tax-credit programs

LABOR & WORKFORCE
Uncover behind-the-scene fights over labor-backed legislation and stay informed of state enforcement actions and workplace regulations

REVEAL HIDDEN INSIGHTS WITH IN-DEPTH ANALYSIS
Receive monthly California-specific analysis and powerful data visualizations to take a deep dive into emerging topics and critical bills (Premium Content)

YOUR BACK STAGE PASS TO CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE

Stay ahead of policy developments in California with ease.

Look ahead to committee and floor events, access transcripts, and find California lawmakers’ contacts by committees through one platform. Pro’s expanded state data and government directory empower you to make a bigger impact.

politicopro.com/california